
There is no park
in this area

and needs one.

What are plans for anticipating the demise of the Midland Mall?
Given the high number of mall closures around the country, I would expect this
will come to happen at the Midland Mall and except for the large spaces occupied
by a gym, MidMichigan Hospital offices, Lobby Hobby, and Target chances are
very high that the small stores will be closed within about 5 years. So what happens
to that space and land use?

Pull through DC EV charging
stations to capture EV traffic
traveling on US-10 with trailers.

Access Management Focus Area; High speed, high traffic road with many curb
cuts in close proximity makes this stretch dangerous for vehicular and non-vehicular users.

Huron Park has lots of
potential to formalize its existing
trail network to promote usage.

Discovery square and Downtown are two areas of Midland which attract people. There would appear to be an advantage to Midland if
these two areas could be tied together in an attractive manor to encourage people to walk from one area to another. For example, someone
could go to Dow Gardens/Whiting Forest and then walk into town for a meal. Or, after having a meal downtown, walk to MCFTA's for a show
and then walk back downtown after the show at night. Currently the corridors break these into separate areas. A nice attractive well lighted
path may enhance more activity here.

I would love to see a
neighborhood park in

this area.   There isn't 
a park in this area as

there are in a lot of
neighborhoods in Midland.

I strongly support improving the pedestrian crossing here. This area can
get busy when there are events in the area. 

Improvements in the street landscaping in this area would be great.  However,
 I ask that the City incorporate best management principles in the choice of street 
lights and other decretive lighting in this area.  Midland already has a large amount 
of light pollution, especially as you move towards the commercial and industrial areas.  
As S. Saginaw moves further north, the surrounding neighborhoods become much 
more residential in character.  Light pollution has known detrimental effects on human 
health due to disruptions to sleep cycles.  In particular, I ask that the City consider 
information collected by the International Dark Sky Association 
(https://www.darksky.org/our-work/lighting/public-policy/policy-makers/) when 
developing and reviewing lighting plans.

Please see my comment on the
S. Saginaw Rd. streetscape
regarding light pollution. 
Obviously, downtown is not
a residential area, but
poor lighting should
still be avoided. 

The Jefferson/Wackerly St. could also benefit from intersection improvements.  
It is often backed up and some of the driveways from nearby businesses are hard to exit.

Keep the on going "Commons" area, including expanding another block to include other businesses.   

Need improved
traffic control
in this area 

this building
no longer
exists 

need 2 lanes south
from light to
Costco entrance  

Southbound Eastman needs a protected
left turn light to

enable turns onto Joe Mann

Be extremely careful with any business at the NW corner of Jefferson and Joe Mann.  
At one time a BP gas station was proposed for this location and the entrances on Joe 
Mann were so close to Jefferson that it would have been a car crash magnet for cars 
turning right into the gas station with those turning left on southbound Jefferson.  Don't 
allow this to happen; push the entrances to any business parking further west on Joe Mann.

Perfect spot for a roundabout given cars
coming west on Joe Mann often
block north/south Eastman traffic
at this location.

Will there be yet another
traffic light on Eastman at
this proposed western
extension of Commerce?
  Isn't this better a location
for a roundabout if you're
really concerned with the
traffic turning left/right?

The traffic backups at the Wackerly and Jefferson overpass 
(both sides) need major attention given the housing growth 
north on Jefferson.  More lanes in both directions or roundabouts?

The pavement in this area is in very
bad condition; who paves it?  County or
City?  It needs to be addressed soon.

Intersection Safety; Pedestrian Safety; Change to right hand turn only
from Sylvan onto Eastman for vehicles, both directions. Add a HAWK
beacon for pedestrians and cyclists to cross.

Intersection Safety; Pedestrian
Safety; Reroute bicycle route
to Harcrest and Sylvan after
the addition of HAWK beacons.

A bike path down
Washington would tie

the neighborhoods to the
north to the southern
stretch of Center City.

Potential
roundabout

This extension serves no purpose. It would be undeveloped with
City property on both sides. Make better use of the

roads we have and which create revenue for the City.

Supporting John
Muste concept to

reroute M-20 if the
wetlands impact

can be managed.

Wish: Tri-city trolley
line with stop at the

baseball stadium.

Pedestrian Safety Focus Area;
This intersection doesn't work for
cyclists or pedestrians.

More of these types of
neighborhood connections

throughout the city.

Hidden gem
wooded park

Change to a raised intersection so it is safer for
kids to cross the street. This would also eliminate
the lake which is the crosswalk after a spring rain.

East/West crosswalk. This spot has
better visibility to traffic than

the school crossing at Norwood.

Use pinchpoint diagonal crossing to support how pedestrians use the interestion (diagonal rather than "L") and reduce the distance kids have to cross. It's so crowded at pickup it's already effectively one lane.

There is no clear
way from the Tridge

to Dike Trail.

Between St. Andrews and Sugnet, the sidewalk is on the west side of the street but not continuous on the east side.  As such the sidewalk on the west side
between Sugnet and St. Andrew gets more NMT use than some other sidewalks. As such, it would be nice to enhance the sidewalk to a wider multiuse path.  However,

 as such consideration should be given to the safet of NMT using the crossing at Sugnet. I am aware of two bike-car crashes with a north bound bicyclist crossing Sugnet.

I have seen more bikes and pedestrians on Jefferson who appear to have been shopping in the mall area 
(maybe Walmart or Meijers) than I would have expected. Therefore, it may be worth investigating if
it would be worthwhile improving mall access for NMT from the south (Eastman) or west (Sturgeon).  
I don't know if there is enough demand to justify the costs but it may be worth some study.

This road has quite a bit of traffic to access the neighborhood and people speed down here often. Kids playing in this area are exposed to 40+ mph speeders. 
I have seen in many bigger cities speed humps to reduce traffic speeds in neighborhoods. Could be a great candidate for that. 

People coming in and out of this neighborhood speed quite often.
I have seen several altercations with drivers tailgating people going 
the 25 mph speed limit and trying to pass while kids are playing in 
the area. I think speed deterrents would benefit this area. 

Roundabout (traffic circle) needed here because traffic regularly
gets backed up with people turning left from Meijer, turning left into
Meijer, and people crossing Joe Mann from the mall area

This entire intersection should be reworked. A left turn onto 10 heading east should be allowed or
a dedicated right turn lane to head West on Wackerly to access 10 Eastbound should be

allowed for traffic to move smoothly through the intersection without having to stop at the traffic light.

Frankly, converting Rodd and Ashman to 2-ways is a terrible idea. Please do not do it. Having three lanes of traffic in each direction
helps traffic flow. Reducing these streets to 2-ways would mean reducing these streets to only one lane in either direction and would cause congestion. 

What is the city's plan
for enticing MDOT to put
a full interchange here,
 or at least planning
adjacent land uses
such that it won't be an
obstacle in the future? 

Would love to see a
bike route added to City
Forest so I could safely
ride my mountain bike
to the forest from near
center-city.  Currently,

riding up Eastman
is not an option.

Intersection Safety; Pedestrian Safety;
Change to right hand turn only from Sylvan
onto Eastman for vehicles, both directions.
Add a HAWK beacon for pedestrians and
cyclists to cross.

Formalize this exisiting multimodal
non-vehicular path.

Multimodal; ADA soft trail providing a
direct route to the schools promoting
 non-vehicular traffic.

Soft trail link ot the shopping centers.
Consumers keeps cutting down the
trees away so let's make use of their
changes. This is especially applicable
if a new road is created linking the
shopping centers rather than acres
of asphalt.

Connect to future Bay County trail

This new portion of Sugnet lacks a sidewalk. I'm wondering how this fits in with the city's Complete Streets policy.
Adding a sidewalk would improve connectivity between Main, Sugnet, and the bike path (mostly for recreational walkers).

Remove curb cuts along
SB Eastman, remove parking
minimums, create a new road
and shared parking for all
the businesses.

Soft trail with features, linear park
New M-20 Phase 2.

Stratford Woods Dr trail connector

Multimodal; soft trail to link the rail trail to neighborhoods northwest of Eastman and Saginaw.
Provide a non-vehicular route to the high school which minimizes the distance traveling along N Saginaw.

Wide sidwalk, segregated bike path, soft trail potential

Multimodal path to provide more airport observation opportunities (see Harbor
Springs path) and a non-vehicular link to City Forest.

New M-20 route phase 1.

Any 2-way conversion needs to prioritize
functionality for non-vehicular traffic over parking.
It works well without parking now; it doesn't
need parking in the future.

Soft trail links between Waldo, Ashman,
Patrick, and Stratford Woods Park.

Corridor Focus; Implement traffic calming all along Washington.
Use the exisitng width to provided protected cycling paths.
Promote Jefferson and Swede to through traffic given their
higher speeds.

Corridor Focus Area; Road diet; reduce to 2 vehicle lanes and use the existing space for protected bicycle paths. Support Bicycle Headquarters!

Multimodal; The width of the road could accomidate a protected path or place a soft surface trail on the south side of Waldo from Saginaw to Washington.Multimodal; ADA soft trails linking Huron Park, Sturgeon Creek Park,
and a path for those neighborhoods to Woodcrest Elementary School
without using N Saginaw Rd.
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Future Transportation
General Feedback Results

CreationDate Creator Feedback

2023-05-05 20:06
The multi model road from Patrick to Stratford should not happen. Too many residential homes.  No walkers or bike
should be allowed to go this way. Have them enter off Waldo by Eagle Ridge church. 

2023-05-08 12:26

Saginaw Road from Eastman to Dublin would benefit from bike lanes and sidewalks on both sides.  Eastman rd from
downtown through the mall/meijer area could benefit from wider sidewalks.  Joe Mann blvd from the Village apartments 
to Eastman could benefit from wider sidewalks that are on both sides of the street.

2023-05-09 22:50

Higher quality biking and walking infrastructure has been identified as a top priority. Are there any areas of the city 
where facilities could be improved and lead to a more connected community? LOVE THE IDEA OF EASTMAN 
AVENUE FROM WACKERLY TO DOWNTOWN BEING MORE MULTI-USE/WALKER FRIENDLY. IT WOULD 
ENCOURAGE MORE WALKING TO  GADML/MCFTA/DOW GARDENS AND DOWNTOWN. GREAT FOR 
MOTHERS WITH STROLLERS- OR PARENTS WITH KIDS ON BIKES, AS WELL AS HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE.

2023-05-10 19:10

The biggest inefficiency in this city is Dial-A-Ride. Having to fill out paperwork, call and make a reservation, and give an 
hour's leeway for your travel time, makes it a ridiculous excuse for public transport.  You need scheduled bus routes. 
These allow for easy planning, they allow people to be spontaneous, and it reduces the number of cars on the street. I
had access to bus services I wouldn't drive to work, I'd take the bus every day. The city has clearly defined areas that 
most people are going to want transportation to and from, downtown, the mall area, the hospital area, the high schools, 
etc. DAR is great for people that can't walk much, are in wheelchairs, or younger children but the majority of people in 
Midland don't fall into these categories. If my car doesn't start in the morning I'm better off walking 45 minutes to try 
and get to work than trying to schedule and then wait for a DAR bus. I don't understand this constant need to retool 
streets and ad pointless decorations while ignoring something so basic that anywhere calling itself a city should have. 
Also, there seems to be a big push to make Midland more walking and bike friendly but have you forgotten we live in 
Michigan? Walking and biking are great and all but there's a large portion of the year where most people aren't going to 
want to be outside so why is that a "top priority"? If you want a more connected community then you should provide 
public transportation, not walking/biking paths. Basic infrastructure should come before recreational upgrades. 

The traffic outside Midland High is ridiculous.  People block the street and making a left turn from Carolina onto 
Eastlawn is impossible. I've also noticed some near misses of people driving down Eastlawn that can't see the student
crossing the street because of the traffic.  There needs to be a better pickup area rather than funneling all the traffic 
through the front of the school and having two parking areas for students. People also continue to park on Carolina St 
between Eastlawn and Haley and on Ohio St during school hours, and I keep seeing parents picking up students there 
because they don't want to deal with the nightmare in front of the school. 

And then there's the traffic near the mall.  First off, southbound Eastman at Joe Mann needs a left turn light, people 
have to run the light to turn there a large portion of the time.  Secondly, it's a problem for people trying to turn left out of 
the Meijer parking lot and the mall directly onto Joe Mann.  Not sure why the flow of traffic out of Meijer is being ignored 
when it's probably the busiest store in that area. 

2023-05-13 10:41

Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback.  Regarding biking and walking infrastructure, I would love to see a safer 
biking route along Jefferson Ave and/or Eastman that would connect the neighborhoods north of US-10 to the bike 
routes within the city or at a minimum a safer way to cross US-10 in both directions.

Regarding the change from one-way to two-way on Ashman and Rodd,  I think most weight should be given to the 
residents and businesses that have addresses on those streets as they will be impacted the most by any changes.

Thanks

2023-05-14 12:20

It does appear that the City of Midland is only concerned about downtown development while the rest of the city's 
commercial areas are ignored.  Re-directing traffic flow to the down town area will do nothing constructively to solve 
this issue because the downtown area is primarily just an out of the way end point.  Parking has been and still is a 
major issue.   Most of the commercial traffic is oriented towards bars and restaurants because there are very few if any 
retail estabishments.   Pedestrian traffic is almost non exxistent and biking traffic is seasonal  and only adds complexity 
and safety concerns for everyone involved.  Additionally, flooding still hasn't been resolved and damages still occur to 
the buildings and continue to add to traffic diversion issues.   Millions of dollars have been spent on a variety of projects 
thus far without any substantial traffic gains.   Change for change's sake is not the answer.  Economic Development  
needs to be focused on growth overall not just a single area.  New wider side walks are not the solution to creating 
bicycle or pedestrian traffic.  All this occurring  while the rest of the commercial activities in the city are ignored.  New 
direction is required.  Jess Atwell 3117 Camberley Ln. Midland, MI 48640 Tel# 989-832-8614

2023-05-16 21:36

INTERSECTION OF N. SAGINAW RD AT RODD ST.  .From the drawing it looks like you are "straighening" Rodd St. 
across Saginaw.  This is would improve traffic flow so that cars in the right curb lane stay in the right turn lane crossing 
the intersection.  Right now cars are driving in the right curb lane on Rodd, going across Saginaw and switching lanes 
to the middle lane, because it lines up with their previous curb lane.  So they are in the far right lane, crossing Saginaw 
and making a left turn on Cambridge.  If you are NOT properly lining up Rodd, PLEASE paint solid white lane markers 
so that cars in the right curb lane stay in the right curb lane while crossing the intersection and turn right on Cambridge
It is a bottleneck with cars jockeying for that middle lane.  Painting lines is a much less expensive solution to re-doing 
the street.

Also, PLEASE create a left turn lane coming south on Saginaw Rd to turn left onto East Ashman St.  That one block of 
E. Ashman changing from a two-way street into 3 lanes in one direction is crazy.  The convoluted route one has to take 
when coming from north  on Saginaw to get to E. Ashman is somebody's bad concept.  Obviously someone who 
doesn't have to travel in that direction.
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2023-05-17 0:57

I find the McGregor St/Eastman Ave problematic from all directions.  It is narrow, obstructed by bushes, more than a
90 degree turn from some directions due to the slight bend in the roadway, without a middle turn lane, and with fast 
traffic coming around the corner.  A similar problem exists nearby on Carpenter/Eastman.  We are very close to 
needing a stoplight, especially with more school traffic these days through W Carpenter St to both Carpenter and 
Central Park schools.  It's not walkable/bikeable with young children.  Even the sidewalk in front of the Center for the 
Arts seems rather close to a busy road if attempting to get to the crossing signal at St. Andrew's.  Please study this 
area. 

2023-05-19 12:49 Eliminate one-way streets
2023-06-07 15:14 Waldo and Wackerly NEEDS and on ramp to US10! 

2023-06-07 15:36
I would love some sort of public transport between downtown, center city, and midtown! What would be best was a
designated walking/biking area that connects the three 

2023-06-07 15:51

Drake street is a bike and bus route yet its down in 2026 to be repaired . Its a pothole mess with Bikes and Car
swerving to avoid these causing other potential crashes. I have taken photos, submitted forms , and called yet nothing 
is ever done. please prioritize 

2023-06-08 4:15

I think with the new senior senior retirement development on Waldo road and the new construction of homes in the
Diamond Drive that traffic will continue to increase at this intersection. Currently traffic can get back up on Diamond 
drive during certain high traffic periods. Maybe a traffic signal should be studied for this area. 
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